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Ford Stream Crossings - Topics

• Ford vs. Culvert Crossings

– Brief Culvert Introduction  

• Site Selection

• Surveying and Field Data Collection

• Design 

• Construction

• As-Built/Certification

• Case Studies/Examples



DN-578



Ford Stream 
Crossings



Culverts vs. Fords
• Fords should be the default for planning

– “Least-cost technically feasible alternative” to address the 
resource concern

• Culverts: More expensive, more likely to fail

• Fords: Less expensive, less likely to fail 

– Also serve as a limited access watering point!

• Both require maintenance

– Culverts: Removing debris from inlet, repairing damage from 
overtopping and possible scouring at inlet/outlet

• Repairs may require heavy construction equipment

– Fords: Periodic re-surfacing, removal of sediment deposits
• Repairs typically accomplished with any farm tractor with loader



Why we avoid 

culverts



Key Features:



Nonwoven geotextile 

between all stone and earth

Culvert will be embedded 6” 

into streambedCulvert will be bedded at 

least halfway up with 

granular rockfill



Minimum of 1’ of earthfill 

over culvert

Culvert grade will match 

stream grade

Riprap the downstream 

embankment if 2:1 or 

steeper

The stone layers are identical to those for ford 

crossings because the culvert is only sized for the 

2-yr or bankfull flow and will likely be overtopped 

fairly frequently. 





When to use culverts:
• VA-578: “If the stream crossing is to be used frequently, 

or daily, as in a dairy operation, a culvert 
crossing…should be used…”

• In a heavily incised channel

• In an area where a 6:1 ramp cannot be achieved for a 
ford and relocation to an area where it can be achieved is 
not possible

• When the resource concern requires it (e.g. small 
ruminants)

• NOT “because the farmer wants one”





In an area where a 6:1 ramp cannot be achieved for a ford and relocation 

to a spot where a 6:1 can be achieved is not possible



Sketch of Previous Example:

Daylight point would be 

hundreds of feet uphill, 

requiring excessive cut. 



Sketch of Previous Example:

This site is more well-

suited for a culvert. 

-It will only need a small 

amount of fill.

-Right side will function 

nicely as a spillway.

Fill

Spillway



When NOT to use culverts
• When a ford is feasible

– Least-cost technically feasible alternative

• When the ONLY reason to install it is because the 
landowner is pushing for it

• When the culvert size needed to carry the design 
flow cannot fit in the channel

• VA-578:

– Where large flows of sediment or large woody material 
are expected

– Where channel gradient exceeds 6%



See DCR Website for more detailed 
presentation on design of culvert 
crossings:

• http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/soil-and-
water/document/des-strm-xing-culverts.pdf

http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/soil-and-water/document/des-strm-xing-culverts.pdf


Site Selection

• Conservation Planning Considerations

• Existing vs. New

• Topography

• Wetlands/High Water Table

• Stream Stability

• Stream Bottom

• Watershed/Drainage Area



Conservation Planning Considerations

Before planning a crossing:

• Is there an existing resource concern?

• Will a resource concern be created by a fencing 
project?

• Are there any alternative solutions?

– VA-578: “Avoid or minimize the use of or number of 
stream crossings, when possible, through evaluation of 
alternative trail or travel-way locations.” 

• Is a crossing justifiable?

– What’s on the other side of the stream? Must be Existing 
Pasture for SWCD projects



Resource Concern?
VA-578: Purpose of Stream Crossing:

-provide access to another land unit (This should not be the ONLY 

purpose)

-improve water quality by reducing sediment, nutrient, organic, and 

inorganic loading of the stream

-reduce streambank and streambed erosion





Conservation Planning Considerations

Will crossing also serve as a limited access?
• For water quality, typically prefer watering facility over limited 

access

• If not feasible to install trough (cost, practicality, etc), crossing 
can serve as limited access

• Fencing Challenges:
– Must be good enough to contain livestock continuously

– Especially problematic on large, flood-prone streams

• Ideally: locate limited accesses in stretches of stream with no 
trees
– VA-578: “Keep vegetative disturbance in surface waters to a 

minimum.”



Limited Access in Shade:

Cattle have shade and water in one place; 

why would they leave on a summer day?

Results in:

-Reduced grazing efficiency

-Negative Water Quality

-Maintenance Issues

VA-578: “Discourage livestock 

loafing in the stream by locating 

crossings, where possible, out of 

shady riparian areas or by 

including gates in the design.”



Limited Access Outside of Shade:
Cattle will only be in stream long enough 

to drink before heading back to shade

Results in:

-Increased grazing efficiency

-Better Water Quality

-Less Maintenance Issues



Limited Access
• Reference CPS 614 “Watering 

Facility” if also serving as a 
limited access





Conservation Planning Considerations
• Avoid areas that will require excessively long walkways (adds 

to initial cost and maintenance)

• Planning new infrastructure around crossing locations can 
maximize use while minimizing cost

Sometimes, your best option 

may still be a long road…



Consider this farm:

T

T

Two crossings is:

-twice the expense

-twice the maintenance 

-twice the risk of failure



Consider this farm:

T

T



Beware of potential 
management issues…



This looks like a decent crossing 

location…



…but the landowner has historically fed 

adjacent to it, and on the far side of the 

stream from his hay storage. Old habits 

die hard. Landowner will likely continue 

to feed here, resulting in excessive 

livestock and tractor movement in the 

crossing. This will likely increase 

maintenance requirements. 



Existing vs. “New” Crossing Sites
• Typically, the livestock and/or landowner have 

already found the best available crossing location

– Naturally solid bottom

– Easy approaches

– May be excavated already

• Infrastructure may already be set up for the existing 
location

• Existing sites are better regarding environmental 
compliance









LFSWCD



When NOT to use an Existing Crossing:

• Existing maintenance issues

– Stream Instability

– Banks eroded too far back

• Existing culverts that are too small or will not 
last

• When there is a clearly better location





Existing Culverts: This culvert clearly will not pass the 

design storm; the top should not be hardened with 

cost-share because of frequent overtopping. Stream 

morphology is not conducive to a new culvert (will 

require excessive fill for minimum culvert size). 

Recommend removing existing culvert and installing a 

ford.



Topography

• Avoid areas where the stream crossing will 
begin/end at base of a steep slope

• Exceptionally flat (floodplain) areas 

– will require excavated material to be moved long 
distances

– May require armoring a longer distance if wet

• All else being equal, select a site where the 
stream grade is lower to reduce expected 
velocity





Beware of upland drainage. Here is an instance where a swale 

discharges across the armored portion of the crossing and it has started 

to wash away. Some of this can be corrected by ditches/diversions, but 

all else being equal, avoid areas such as this. 





Wetlands/High Water Tables

AVOID because of:

• Permitting/Environmental Compliance Issues

• Construction Issues
– Equipment issues

– Lack of suitable subgrade

– Hydrostatic pressure under geotextile  “pumping”

• Check for high water table during soil investigation

VA-578: “Avoid wetland areas.”





Equipment Issues



Stream Stability
• Select a spot where the crossing will be 

perpendicular to the stream in a relatively straight 
stretch of the stream





Stream Stability
• Avoid turbulent areas

– Immediately downstream of culverts (esp. roadway 
culverts)

• VA-578: “Ford crossings should not be placed immediately 
downstream from a pipe or culvert because of potential damage 
from localized high velocity flows.”

– Near large boulders

– Rapid grade changes

• VA-578: “Do not place crossings where channel grade or 
alignment changes abruptly, excessive seepage or instability 
it evident, overfalls exist (evidence of incision and bed 
instability), where large tributaries enter the stream…”







Stream Bottom

• If the stream bottom is solid enough for 
vehicles/tractors to cross, then you may only need 
to harden the ramps and not mess with the 
streambed
– Make sure grades can be achieved – check for bedrock in areas 

where ramps would be cut

• Areas immediately upstream of “riffle” sections 
generally make good crossing locations
– Solid stream bottom

– Low depth of water









Solid bottom

2’x2’ Rock Key

End stone 

at toe of 

each ramp 

with 2’x2’ 

rock key









Watershed/Drainage Area

• Less DA means (generally) lower peak flow, 
but not necessarily lower velocity

• Must be less than 5 square miles to fall under 
578 blanket permit (USACE, VMRC, DEQ, etc.)

– See the standard for the full list of conditions 
that must be met for the JPA exemption

• VA-578: “Do not place crossings…where large 
tributaries enter the stream…”



USGS StreamStats

• A quick delineation tool to tell you if your 
watershed is above or below 5sq.mi. of 
drainage area!

https://streamstats.usgs.gov/ss/

https://streamstats.usgs.gov/ss/


Site Selection: Final Tip

• Walk as much of the stream as possible. You 
might find a decent site for a stream crossing, 
but there may be an even better site that you 
could miss if you don’t inventory the whole 
stream.

• All else being equal, select a site that is close 
to the spoil site. 



Sometimes the best engineered 
solution is not an engineered one. 

Not every site is suitable for a stream crossing. 
Look for management alternatives. 



Survey/Field Data Collection



Survey/Field Data Collection

• Soils Investigation

• Survey

• Manning’s “n” Recon

• Photographs

See the “Design Data” section of the 578 standard. 



Soils Investigation

• Perform an on-site 
soils investigation at 
the crossing site 

• Do borings prior to 
surveying to make 
sure site will work

• Do borings where cut 
will occur



Soils Investigation: 
What to Look For

• Layers that would affect 
construction:

– Bedrock

– Sand Lenses

– Water Table

– Mottling (evidence of hydric soils)

• Typically orange/red/brown streaks/spots 
in gray soils

https://www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/n_res
ource/wetlands/wetlands5_soils.htm



Typically use 0.5ft 

increments (depth 

of bucket of soil 

auger)

Pick locations where 

cut will occur (typically 

at least one boring on 

each top of bank; if 

significant cut will be 

needed, do more 

borings).

1

2
1: TOB (0+45)

2: TOB (0+55)



Make notes about your 
findings on the back of 
the form. 



Tips for Soils Investigations

• Do a quick calculation to determine where the final grade 
will daylight
– Lets you make sure the crossing will be reasonable and that you’ve 

collected enough survey and soil boring data

3 ft.

3 ft. of rise at an 8:1 H:V  3 ft. x 8 = 24 ft.

24 ft.***

***This distance will actually be longer if the “top of bank” elevation is lower than the 

estimated daylight point; this will just get you “in the ballpark”

= possible 

soil boring 

location





Survey Data

• Cross-section of stream along centerline of 
proposed crossing

• “Natural” or “typical” cross-section of stream if 
crossing site has been altered
– “Natural” cross-section will be used for velocity calculations

• Upstream and downstream stream centerline 
points to calculate stream slope
– Take shots in riffles, not in pools

– DN-578: “collect points along a reach that extends at least 10 
bankfull widths upstream and downstream of the crossing site”



“Bankfull Widths” Example
8 ft.

Bankfull Width: 8 ft.

10 Bankfull Widths: 8 ft. x 10 = 80 ft.

Find riffles for stream slope shots at least 80 ft. 

upstream and 80 ft. downstream



Channel Slope, S:

Survey “riffle to riffle.”

Best estimate of 
channel slope.

Too steep! Water 

runs 

uphill?



Survey 2 Cross-Sections:

“Typical” 
Section

Crossing 
Location



Survey Cross-Sections
• Capture enough elevation data to make an accurate 

representation on paper

• Take at least 7-points:

• Survey to the fence setbacks; recommend going 
farther to make sure you capture enough data



Surveying Suggestion

It is better to take too many survey shots in the 
field and not need a few than to get back to the 
office and realize that you should’ve taken a 
few more than you did!



Measuring the Survey Stations

• The survey stations for the cross-sections 
need to be measured in such a way that they 
reflect only the horizontal distance.

• A measuring wheel is fine for relatively flat 
areas, but at the channel, use a measuring 
tape or lay the survey rod horizontally to 
measure the horizontal distance.  



Using the measuring wheel to measure stations 
across the channel will result in a distorted 
representation on paper and will affect the 
velocity calculations.

A channel that actually looks 

like this…

…will look more like this on 

paper if survey stations are 

measured with the wheel.

A tape (pulled taut) 

or rod across the 

channel will 

accurately measure 

horizontal distance.



Recommended 
Approach:

• Use pin flags to temporarily mark 
survey point locations

• Measure horizontal distance between 
pin flags & write on station number 
on flag

• Use wood stakes (with lumber 
crayons) to mark permanent locations

– E.g., planned start of stream 
crossing





“Bankfull”

• VA-578 requires rock ford crossings to “remain stable 
for the bankfull flow”

– Lower top of bank elevation

– “Bankfull flow is the discharge that fills a stream channel up 
to the elevation at which flow begins to spill onto the 
floodplain”

• Bankfull elevations are not always easy to determine

• When in doubt, take plenty of survey shots and take 
good notes



Bankfull Indicators

• Elev. of active floodplain

• Change in vegetation

• Tops of depositional bars

• Break in bank slope

• Change in bank material (from coarser to 

finer)

• Small inundation benches

• Staining on rocks

• Exposed root hairs



Survey Notes Sketch

• North

• TBM Location and Description

• Stream Flow Direction

• Centerline of Crossing with Direction of Stations
– Typically survey from left to right looking downstream

• Location of “natural” cross-section (if needed)

• Existing fences and structures

• Note planned crossing width (discuss with 
landowner)



Deciding on Crossing Width

• VA-578:

– Multi-Use (Equipment+): No less than 12ft.

– Livestock-Only: 8ft. to 30ft. wide

– 16ft. wide will suffice for most equipment, but 
be sure to ask the producer

• VA-614: “not less than 12 feet”

Design the “least-cost technically feasible” alternative.



Manning’s “n” Recon

• Gather information about the channel to 
determine the Manning’s “n” value when you 
get back to the office

• This value will be used to help determine the 
bankfull velocity

• Print the following worksheet to take with you 
and circle values while you’re in the field



• Page 40 of DN-578

• Keep in mind: total 
values for most 
Virginia streams will 
be between 0.035 
and 0.075 



Photographs

• Take pictures while you’re surveying for the 
following uses:

– If needed for T&E Review
• Stream Crossing Location

• Facing Upstream of Crossing

• Facing Downstream of Crossing

• Banks

• Streambed

– To help with Manning’s “n” determinations

– For “Before & After” purposes 

– To send to DCR or NRCS engineering staff if you 
have questions while designing







Design



Design 

1) Velocity Calculations

2) Determine Stone Layers

3) Plot on Stream Crossing Design Sheets

4) Determine Ramp Slope

5) Complete Design Packet



1) Velocity 
Calculations

• NRCS “Stream Crossing 
worksheet” makes 
velocity calculations easy

• If your cross section does 
not follow the normal 7-
point profile:
– Calculate manually (see 

DN-578, pg.10 & 41-42)

– Use another cross-section 
analyzer worksheet



1) Velocity 
Calculations

Use the “natural”/ 

”typical” cross-section 

survey data
If upstream slope is 

significantly higher than 

the average slope, 

consider using the 

upstream slope for the 

calculation
(See following slide for 

Manning’s “n” 

suggestions)

“Select the lower top of 

bank elevation”





1) Velocity Calculations: Manning’s 
“n” determination

• See DN-578, Pg. 40 for criteria 
for selecting these values

• Come up with one 
representative value for entire 
bankfull height

• Better to underestimate

Higher “n”More resistance in channel Lower Velocity

Overestimating “n” means the velocity will be underestimated and the stone 
will be prone to washing away. THIS IS A DISSERVICE TO THE LANDOWNER who 
has to maintain the crossing.





For n5, Vegetation:
• Many of the 

descriptions depend on 
the depth of flow.

– E.g:
• bankfull depth = 2ft. 

• Fescue-lined channel 
(H=8in.)

• n5 = 0.005 – 0.010

Keep in mind that you are coming up with a composite for the whole channel at 

the bankfull elevation. If you have a wide channel with trees on the banks, do NOT 

use “Very High”  for n5, because the bulk of the flowing water will not actually be 

impacted by the trees. 







• Veg. Height: 9”
Bankfull Height: 9”
n5 = 

• Veg. Height: 2’
Bankfull Height: 4’
n5 = 0.025 0.015



For n6, Coefficient of Meander:



• After calculating the “n” 
value using the “Stream 
Crossing Worksheet”, 
come back to this chart to 
see if your value falls 
within the general range 
for the stream type. If not, 
consider adjusting your 
values. 



xsecAnalyzerVer16.xlsm



2) Determine Stone Layers

VDOT #57 or #357 (D50 

= 0.75”, D100 = 1.5”)
VDOT #1 (D50 = 2”, 

D100 = 4”) 6” Minimum (8” 

Recommended)

3”

*May be capped with optional 2” of 

Crusher Run (#25) or VDOT #21A

Consult your Area 

Engineer or DCR 

Engineering Staff

Recommend avoiding 

“clean” or “washed” 

stone; specifying a 

“well-graded” stone will 

aid in packing/ 

aggregation and result 

in a better crossing.



The VDOT classifications may vary slightly from quarry to quarry across 

the state. To make sure that the contractor acquires the right size stone, 

you can specify the gradation more specifically using the chart above 

from the VDOT Road and Bridge Specifications. 



VDOT #1



Clean Stone (#57)

• Avoid clean stone on 
ramps. It does not 
aggregate well. 

• Add a note to the design 
to use a “well-graded” 
stone, NOT a “clean” or 
“washed” stone



Clean Stone
(AVOID on Ramps)



VDOT #21A



Keep in mind that velocity calculations are for the base

stone. The top layers are for hoof contact and will be 

washed away in large storm events. Maintenance will be 

required. 





• If your bankfull elevation seems excessively 
high and the resulting velocity is 
unrealistically high, check with your NRCS 
Area Engineer or DCR Engineering Staff for 
possible alternatives

Will this stream ever 

actually flow at bankfull? 

Or were the banks eroded 

historically by cattle?



3) Plot on SC Design Sheets

Plot  the proposed crossing centerline profile here. (There is no 

need to plot the “natural” cross-section in the design.)

Connect survey points with a dashed line for the existing grade. 

1” = 10’ (horizontal) and 1” = 2’ (vertical) typically works well for 

stream crossings. 

Start the vertical elevation low enough that you can show the 

full depth of the stone layer. 



100

102

98

96

0+00 0+20 0+40 0+60 0+80 1+00

1. Plot the points from the survey. 

2.  Connect the points with a dashed line. Dashed lines represent existing 

grades. Final grades (if different than existing grades) will be shown with 

solid lines.



3) Plot on SC Design Sheets

Plot  the stream profile (from your upstream and 

downstream survey shots) on this sheet. 



3) Plot on SC Design Sheets

C/L 
of Crossing

20’ 

u/s

40’ 

u/s

60’ 

u/s

80’ 

u/s

100’ 

u/s

100’ 

d/s80’ 

d/s

60’ 

d/s

40’ 

d/s

20’ 

d/s

100

98

96

94

20’ 2’

Stream Slope: 1.5%

Bankfull Velocity: 4.5 fps

VDOT #1

VDOT #57 or #357 3”

6”



3) Plot on SC Design Sheets

C/L 
of Crossing

20’ 

u/s

40’ 

u/s

60’ 

u/s

80’ 

u/s

100’ 

u/s

100’ 

d/s80’ 

d/s

60’ 

d/s

40’ 

d/s

20’ 

d/s

100

98

96

94

20’ 2’

Stream Slope: 1.5%

Bankfull Velocity: 4.5 fps

VDOT #1

VDOT #57 or #357 3”

6”

16

3:1 H:V

(To be seeded)

NONWOVEN

Nonwoven 

Geotextile
16ft.

Top of stone layer must be flush with 

streambed. Excavate 9”, lay geotextile, 

and backfill with 6” of VDOT #1 and then 

3” of VDOT #57 or #357.

Location of 

Natural Cross-

Section



4) Determine Ramp Slope/Final Grades

• The final grade you choose will depend on 
the planned use and existing site conditions 
(slopes and soil investigation)

• VA-578: “Make the approaches stable, with 
gradual ascent and descent grades which are 
not steeper than 6 horizontal to 1 vertical 
(6:1).”

• 8:1 is recommended for crossings that will 
also serve vehicles and tractors



4) Determine Ramp Slope/Final Grades

• Especially for narrow stream channels, 6:1 approaches will likely cause trailer 
tongues/hitches or tractor implements to drag. 

• VA-578: “Configure the crossing approaches (gradient and curves) 
to properly accommodate the length and turning radii of vehicles 
using the crossing.”

If the ramps are both 6:1 and 

intersect to form a “V”, the 

tractor is really facing a 3:1

grade change. 

Without a level section in the 

stream channel, the ramp 

slopes would need to be 

decreased.



4) Determine Ramp Slope/Final Grades

• Beware that a similar problem can occur if 
there is a drastic grade change at the point of 
daylight. 

• VA-578: “Configure the crossing approaches (gradient and 
curves) to properly accommodate the lengnth and turning 
radii of vehicles using the crossing.”

Try to provide smooth transitions 

and avoid drastic grade changes.



Slide adapted from one provided by Keith Burgess, Monacan SWCD

1. Find mid-point of vehicle or mid-point of trailer (i.e. halfway between axles for tractor or axle & 

hitch for trailer)

2. Measure height of lowest point at midpoint

3. Calculate slope by comparing the halfway length to the chassis height. This is the maximum 

grade change that could occur without bottoming out when going over break point at top of ramp.

Determining Max. Gradient Change without 

Bottoming Out 
(at top of ramps)

Tractor/Vehicle BodyTrailer

9”

6’ = 72”

Ex: 9”/72” = 0.125 = 12.5% = 8:1  Max. Grade Change at top of ramp can be 8:1 or 12.5%

*NOTE: This is generally a conservative approach for trailers because of extra clearance 

provided by the tongue. 

12.5%



Example: A producer has a rotary cutter that 
extends 10’ from the center of the rear tire and, 
when fully raised, is 2’ off of the ground. 

10’
2’

Max. Grade Change at Centerline of Stream = 2’/10’ = 20%

If ramps will form a V (in a narrow 

channel), then ramps would have 

to combine to be less than a 20% 

grade change. Two 10:1 ramps 

would work (barely). 

10%10%

10% 20%



Example Continued
Max. Grade Change at Centerline of Stream = 2’/10’ = 20%

If the channel has a wider bottom (4’+), then 8:1 

slopes would still allow the producer to cross 

with the attachment. 

Note: This type of attachment is not a concern at 

the top of the ramp (unlike a trailer). Just check to 

make sure that the tractor itself will not bottom out.

4 ft.



• VA-578: “Make the cross-sectional area of the 
crossing equal to or greater than the natural 
channel cross-sectional area.”

– Also avoid excessive cutting and/or widening of the 
channel at the crossing; will create depositional areas

• Avoid any fill material for a ford crossing

– Fill material means that the stone layers would be above 
the natural grade and be more prone to washing away

– Fill may cause permitting issues (USACE, FEMA, etc.)

4) Determine Ramp Slope/Final Grades



VA-578: “Match  ford shape to the channel cross-section to the extent 

possible.”

For the crossing below, the area in the foreground is lower than the channel 

bottom. Cutting the bank too much may allow the stream to  break out of the 

bank. The slope was cut at a 6:1 to maintain the bank height and shape. 

8:1

6:1

Bank Height Maintained

Low Point





Example Stream Crossing Profile



100

102

98

96

0+00 0+20 0+40 0+60 0+80 1+00

47, 97.3

1. Plot the point that corresponds to the 8:1 slope from the Left Toe of Bank.

Station: 0+47 – 8 = 0+39

Elevation: 97.3 + 1 = 98.3

2.  Plot the point that corresponds to the 6:1 slope from the Left Toe of Bank.

Station: 0+47 – 6 = 0+41

Elevation: 97.3 + 1 = 98.3

3.  Draw the lines to “connect the dots” to determine which line fits best.

8:1 6:1



100

102

98

96

0+00 0+20 0+40 0+60 0+80 1+00

54, 97.5

4.  Plot the point that corresponds to the 8:1 slope from the Right Toe of Bank.

Station: 0+54 + 8 = 0+62

Elevation: 97.5 + 1 = 98.5

5.  Plot the point that corresponds to the 6:1 slope from the Tight Toe of Bank.

Station: 0+54 + 6 = 0+60

Elevation: 97.5 + 1 = 98.5

6.  Draw the lines to “connect the dots” to determine which line fits best.

8:1 6:1

6:1 8:1



100

102

98

96

0+00 0+20 0+40 0+60 0+80 1+00

7.  Use your judgment to determine the final grades that will best suit the site.

8:1 6:1

6:1 8:1

Right Side: 8:1 does not require much more cut than 6:1, and it may be 

best to avoid having 6:1 slopes on both sides (for trailer access). Use 

8:1. For the final grade line, tying into the existing point will give a nice 

uniform slope.

Left Side: 8:1 would result in excessive cut; 6:1 ties in nicely to an existing 

grade change and will more closely maintain channel shape. Pick 6:1.



100

102

98

96

0+00 0+20 0+40 0+60 0+80 1+00

8.  Draw in the stone layers. 

b. Draw points for the depth of stone. If using the standard 9” of stone, 

draw points 9” = 0.75’ below each vertex of the final grade line.

a. Determine where the stone will start and stop. (In this case, fences will be 

35 ft. from the top of bank.)

Stone Begins 
(Planned Fenceline) Stone Ends 

(Planned Fenceline)

b. Connect the dots to show the final boundaries of the stone layer. 



100

102

98

96

0+00 0+20 0+40 0+60 0+80 1+00

***Double-check your soils investigation to make sure that no construction 

hazards (bedrock, water table, sand lenses, etc) will be encountered at the 

excavation depth.



100

102

98

96

0+00 0+20 0+40 0+60 0+80 1+00

9.   Draw geotextile fabric.

10.    Add labels. 

Nonwoven Geotextile
Under entire length and width of stone. 

Stone layer must extend at least to planned 

fencelines (approx. Sta. 0+10 to 0+90).

Key in geotextile at ends 

according to manufacturer’s 

recommendations 

Proposed Final 

Grade: 6:1 (max.)

Proposed Final 

Grade: ~8:1 

LEFT 
Looking Downstream

RIGHT
Looking Downstream

See Sheet 4 for 

stone layer 

details. 



5. Complete the Design Packet



Design Data
See complete list of “Design 

Data” in the VA-578 CPS. 



Stream Crossing Design Components:

• Sheet 1: Cover Sheet

• Sheet 2: Plan View

• Sheet 3: Stream Crossing Detail Pt. 1: Stream Crossing Profile

• Sheet 4: Stream Crossing Detail Pt. 2: Stream Profile

• Attachments: 
– NRCS Construction Specifications

– NRCS Practice Operation & Maintenance Agreement (VA-578 Stream Crossing)

– Survey Notes

• In Project File: Calculations (e.g. material quantity calculations, stream crossing worksheet)



An Example Design



Cover Sheet



LOCATION Map:  Ideally a VDOT map 

or similar. Purpose is to guide 

contractors and agency staff to the site. 

Cover Sheet



Cover Sheet 

“Sheets” refers to 11” x 17” design 
sheets; anything else attached to the 
design would be considered an 
“Attachment”

Common Attachments for Stream Crossings:
NRCS Construction Specifications
NRCS O&M Agreements
Conservation Plan Map 
Survey Notes



Cover Sheet 

Construction Specifications



Spec. # Title When to Include?

VA-703 Structure Removal E.g., if a culvert or fence needs to be removed 
to install the crossing

VA-705 Pollution Control Anytime ground disturbance involved

VA-706 Seeding Anytime ground disturbance involved

VA-707 Site Preparation Typically include for stream crossings

VA-708 Salvaging & Spreading 
Topsoil

Include if topsoil will need to be stripped. May 
not be necessary for ex. crossing sites

VA-711 Removal of Water If working in live surface water

VA-721 Excavation Always include for stream crossing

VA-727 Diversions Include if diversions are planned to divert 
upland surface runoff away from crossing

VA-731 Concrete Construction Only if crossing will be made of concrete

VA-761 Loose Rock Riprap If riprap will be used to stabilize cut slopes

VA-795 Geotextile Covers geotextile under stone

Design Attachments: Construction Specifications

Note: For culvert crossings, may need to include 
VA-745, VA-751, or VA-757.



VA-703 “Structure Removal”









The “Table of Estimated Quantities” is an opportunity to call 
attention to design requirements for each component, e.g.:

Nonwoven Class I Geotextile
D50 and D100 of Stone Gradations

Cover Sheet



Benchmark Descriptions: Provide the TBM # and elevation, 
as well as a detailed description of its location.

Cover Sheet



Engineering Job Class: Consult NRCS/DCR EJAA Spreadsheets 

Cover Sheet



Someone with appropriate level 

of Design EJAA needs to review 

the design and sign “Approved” 

before the design goes to 

construction.

All parties sign the 

Acknowledgment 

signatures at the Pre-

Con conference after 

reviewing the design.

Cover Sheet



Plan View
TBM Location

Show location of 

surveyed center-line

Provide landmarks to 

orient contractor to site

Provide directional 

compass

Provide scale bar or 

write “Not To Scale”

“Existing” vs. 

“Planned”



Plan View

Adding notes to the design is your opportunity to point out 
things that may be specific to the project.
If you have noticed problems with construction of projects in 
your district, here is your opportunity to add a note to address 
the problem before it happens again. 



Orientation

Stream Crossing Profile

Legend

Label 
Planned 
Grade



Orientation

Stream Crossing Profile

Notes for Extra 
Clarity

Label 
Cut



“X” out any notes not applicable to your 
particular design to avoid confusion

Stream Crossing Profile



Stream Profile



Stream Profile

“X” out any notes 
not applicable to 
your particular 
design to avoid 
confusion

Include D50 and 
D100 of stone 
types



• DCR Design Sheets must be used for projects 
designed by SWCD staff.

• Sheets are available online in .pdf and .dwg 
(for AutoCAD) formats at: 

http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/soil-and-
water/district-engineering-services

• NRCS Stds. and Specs. are available on the 
eFOTG, section IV

Availability

http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/soil-and-water/district-engineering-services


Construction



General Steps in Construction

1) Pre-Construction Conference

2) Excavation

3) Armoring (Geotextile + Stone)

4) Fencing

5) Seeding



1. Pre-Construction Meeting
• A pre-construction meeting and good 

oversight will prevent many construction 
issues from happening. 

Make sure to get 

“Acknowledgement 

Signatures” from all parties 

at pre-con meeting

Must be “Approved” by 

someone with appropriate 

EJAA before issued for 

construction



Things to stress at Pre-Con Meeting/
Things that contractors tend to “forget”:

• Deliverables/Inspections

– Construction Specifications

• NON-woven geotextile

• KEY ends of geotextile

• MAX slopes

• Stone gradations

• Final stone layers must be FLUSH with streambed

• Removal of cut material outside of floodplain

• Seed all disturbed areas



Pre-Construction Meeting
Ideally: Meet on-site, stake the corners of the 

proposed crossing and go over the cut depths 
at different points along the profile







2. Excavation

Photograph courtesy of John Cooke, VA NRCS State Office. From DN-578

In this example, it looks like the existing grade will equal the final grade, 

so no side slopes needed to be cut. They have excavated 9” to be 

backfilled with 9” of stone (6” of VDOT#1 and 3” of VDOT#57 or #357).

Cut to the depth at which the proposed stone layer thickness will bring the 

crossing to the proposed final grade. Cut side slopes back to the desired slope 

(3:1 (seeded), 2:1 (armored), or 1.5:1 in rock cuts)



Anything wrong with this picture?



Virginia Erosion and Sediment 
Control Handbook



3. Armoring

• Lay Nonwoven Geotextile

– Under entire length and width of stone layer

– Key in at all ends

• Base Stone

• Surface Stone

Army TM 5-818-8 Key Detail:



Geotextile: VA-795
• VA-795: “Each roll of geotextile will be clearly marked to 

identify the brand, type and production run.”

• VA-795: “The surface on which the geotextile is to be placed 
will be graded to the neat lines and grades as shown on the 
construction drawings…The surface preparation will be 
inspected and approved by the NRCS or SWCD 
representative prior to placing the geotextile.” 

• “The geotextile will be unrolled along the placement area 
and loosely laid (not stretched)”

• “In no case will the cover material be dropped on uncovered 
geotextile from a height greater than 3 feet.”

• “The minimum overlap of adjacent geotextile panels will be 
24 inches for unsewn fabric.”







Nonwoven 

Geotextiles

This particular 

geotextile meets both  

Class I and II 

requirements. 





Nonwoven 
Geotextiles

This particular 

geotextile does not 

meet Class I or II 

requirements. 

















Will this be able to serve as a limited access?



Compacting Surface 
Stone Layer:

• VA-795: “Gravel…will be compacted with 
vibratory rollers EXCEPT on animal trails or 
stream crossings.”

• VA-795: “…moderate to heavy static rollers 
(steel drum or rubber tired) will be used. 
Fine-grained backfill will be compacted with 
sheepsfoot or rubber tired rollers.”



No matter what method of compaction is used, a well

graded stone will pack better than a “clean” stone.











4. Fencing
• Proper fence selection and 

installation is an important 
part of crossing success

• Improper fencing can cause the crossing to fail

• If separate contractors will be hired for fencing and 
stream crossings, provide stream crossing design to 
fencer

• There should be no space between the stone and 
the fence. 

– If there is space, that is where cattle will walk, which 
defeats the purpose of the crossing!



You may even consider adding a 

note that no fenceposts will be 

driven between the banks.















Installing fencing after the stone is placed:

• Keeps the fence out of the way during 
grading

• Allows fenceposts to be installed 
immediately adjacent to gravel (so there is 
no gap between the fenceposts and the 
stone)

– If given the choice, cattle will choose to walk on 
soft ground next to the stone instead of the 
stone.





For Crossing Fencing:
(especially in flood-prone areas)

High-tensile smooth wire is the easiest to 

repair and is less likely to catch debris. 











http://www.lancasterwatersheds.org/Why%20Keep%20the%20Cows%20Out%20of%20the%20Streams.pdf

http://www.lancasterwatersheds.org/Why Keep the Cows Out of the Streams.pdf




How many things are wrong here?
-Woven wire
-Fenceposts in stream
-(Geotextile through stream (solid bottom))



5. Seeding

• Seed all disturbed area according to NRCS 
Construction Spec. VA-706

• “Plant all areas to be vegetated as soon as 
practical after construction.” (VA-578)

• “All excavated material must be placed in 
upland sites and not in any 
streams/floodplains or wetlands.” (VA-578)













As-Built/Certification



As-Built/Certification
• Complete the checkout:

– As-Built Survey: Survey the profile of the crossing
• (If initial survey stakes have been removed, run the survey and use stream 

center-line as reference)

• Also survey a few cross-sections to show that the side slopes were graded 
back properly

• If you armored all the way through the stream, survey the centerline of the 
stream in proximity to the crossing to show that the stone was installed flush 
with the streambed

– Measurements: Length, Width, Depth of Stone Layers

– Document Gradation of Stone and Presence of Nonwoven 
Geotextile (and its class)

– Make sure crossing as installed meets stds., specs., and 
design requirements 

– Take photographs for case file



As-Built/Certification Continued

• Complete the “As-Built” Drawings:
– Plot the As-Built Survey in red on the original design sheets

• The stream centerline can often be used to standardize the stations with the 
original survey

– Verify that the final grades are satisfactory: Did they achieve 
the grades that were specified?

– Document Measurements of Stone Layers

– Document Gradation of Stone and Presence of Nonwoven 
Geotextile



If the crossing as installed meets NRCS 
Standards and Specifications, sign the “As-
Built” Documentation block on the design 
cover sheet.

If you do NOT have EJAA to sign off on the 
design, send the red-lined As-Built design 
and supporting documentation to 
someone who does for their signature.



Alternative Materials



Geocells



Pre-cast Hog Slats



Pre-cast Cattle-Guards



Recycled Concrete



Questions?



DCR-DSWC Engineering Staff:

Contact Information

Amanda Pennington, P.E.

District Engineering Services Manager

804-786-0113

Amanda.pennington@dcr.virginia.gov

Raleigh Coleman

Ag BMP Engineering Specialist

540-270-0039

Raleigh.coleman@dcr.virginia.gov

mailto:Amanda.pennington@dcr.virginia.gov
mailto:Amanda.pennington@dcr.virginia.gov

